Supplementary Table 1 shows the memory usage of the tools on the datasets described in the paper. The scaffolders (SSPACE, LINK and npScarf) were run on the short read assemblies outputed by SPAdes. We hence only present the memory footprint from running these tools only. The memory requirement for each pipeline should be the maximum between memory usage of the tool and SPAdes. For NaS and Nanocorr, the error correction steps were distributed across hundreds of jobs, each consumed a small memory footprint. We report here only the memory usage from running Celera Assembler. Note that we ran Celera Assembler on differing configurations, and we reported the here the memory usage of the configuration resulting in the most complete assembly. Memory reported for Canu and Miniasm was the maximum among all tasks in the pipeline (including Pilon and BWA-MEM) because each task can be run one at a time; However, the reported memory usage for npScarf was the sum of memory for running npScarf and BWA-MEM.
